JOBPOWER Cloud Maximizes Efficiency Through Mobility
Manage Jobs and Projects More Effectively and Increase Profits with JOBPOWER

Cloud access is a game changer for the construction business. Job Management functions once limited to the office are now available to those who need them, where they need them,” says Rick DeLand, VP of JOBPOWER Software. Being able to access all project documents from the field is becoming business critical.

INCREASED EFFICIENCIES
“Last year JOBPOWER Cloud was new,” says DeLand. “Now it is used by contractors across the country. With access from the office, job site, truck, or home; it is an affordable subscription-based accounting and job management solution. JOBPOWER Cloud reduces IT costs, improves efficiencies and allows greater mobility for all. Contractors that adopt a proven cloud solution will have a significant advantage over competitors.”

CLOUD BENEFITS
Users can easily access data with any device — PC, Mac, laptop, desktop, iPad or other tablet. This eliminates time-consuming software installations and the need to hire IT personnel or buy new hardware or operating systems. Hosted software is secure from unauthorized users, viruses and includes disaster recovery for one low monthly fee.

FULLY INTEGRATED SOLUTION
JOBPOWER is an integrated accounting/job cost management system. All accounting and job cost information is updated automatically, making duplicate entries and spreadsheets a thing of the past. JOBPOWER provides users with accurate up-to-date job cost and financials via detailed reports and intuitive dashboards. Retainage tracking, change orders and budget vs. actual reporting let managers know the status of projects and profits at all times.

WIP Reporting, Over/Under Billings, and customized reporting options give users easy access to all required information.

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
Integrated document management technology automatically stores printed documents by job, customer and vendor. Saved emails can be quickly located with all attachments. Signed contracts are easily scanned and tagged by job and customer. “The ability to access all job information quickly makes JOBPOWER Cloud customers more efficient in delivering great customer service,” notes DeLand.

BILLING AND PAYROLL FEATURES FOR CONTRACTORS
“Whether users need AIA or progress billing, time and material invoices, and/or unitary billing, JOBPOWER handles it all,” explains DeLand. The Billing Status report shows up-to-date billings and payments for each job. JOBPOWER’s payroll lets managers assign employee time to multiple jobs, phases, workers compensation codes and states in one pay period. JOBPOWER also handles certified payroll and union reporting.

INCREASE PROFITS
JOBPOWER Software is available in the Cloud, or installed locally on the customer’s server. Both options provide accurate up-to-date job cost, job and financial dashboards to let team members know the current status of every job. “Better information helps JOBPOWER customers manage their jobs better, increasing profits,” says DeLand. By reducing costs for servers, IT staff and capital expenditures, we also help increase profits for thousands of contractors who use JOBPOWER solutions.”
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